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QUESTION 1

An application is sensitive to packet loss and unexpected session termination. A pair of LTM devices is configured in an
Active/Standby high availability configuration. SNATS are NOT used and the virtual server contains a Universal
Persistence profile. which two actions must an LTM Specialist take to ensure the sessions are maintained between the
client and server during an LTM device failover event while maintaining maximum uptime? (Choose two.) 

A. configure a serial failover cable for mirror traffic 

B. configure a OneConnect profile to mirror connections 

C. configure a VLAN and primary mirroring address for mirror traffic 

D. enable Mirroring for a virtual server and persistence profile 

E. enable Clone Pools for a virtual server and a persistence profile 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

An LTM Specialist upgrades the switching infrastructure and the backend servers on the LAN segments. 

The LTM Specialist notices a 20% memory usage increase on the BIG-IP device while handling the same 

number of concurrent connections. 

A comparison of statistics pre-upgrade and post-upgrade shows a significant reduction on the following: 

-RTT between the BIG-IP device and the backend servers 

-Packet drops in the switch 

Time to First Byte (TTFB) 

The LTM Specialist is concerned with the scalability of the number of concurrent connections with the new 

memory usage. 

Which setting should be changed to reduce the memory usage on the BIG-IP device? 

A. Reduce the proxy buffer high setting on the server-side TCP profile 

B. Increase the receive window of the client-side TCP profile 

C. Increase the proxy buffer high setting on the server-side TCP profile 

D. Reduce the idle of the client-side TCP profile 

Correct Answer: A 

After adjusting the architecture, the network quality becomes better. With the connection unchanged the memory usage
increase by 20%. It means that the sending speed of the server is higher than the receiving speed of the client. F5
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caches more content on the memory and causes the memory usage to.... 

 

QUESTION 3

A company plans to launch a huge marketing campaign and expects increase demand of their secure website. With the
current virtual server setup, the LTM Specialist expects that the LTM device will reach its capacity limits. For the wen
application to function properly. Cookies persistence is required. The LTM Specialist needs to reduce LTM device load
without breaking the application. Which two settings should the LTM Specialist modify to meet the requirement?
(Choose two.) 

A. Remove HTTP compression profile 

B. Remove HTTP profile 

C. Remove web acceleration profile. 

D. Modify virtual Server type to performance (Layer 4) 

E. Remove ClientSSL profile 

Correct Answer: AC 

It is required that cookie persist must be used and http profile must be used, and SSL offloading must also be required.
It must be in standard mode, excluding BDE. 

 

QUESTION 4

An LTM Specialist needs to create a pool with a set of monitor that checks both the pool members and corresponding
application service ports. The pool members have services on port 80. The application service is on port 8009. The LTM
device should load balance traffic to the pool member when the pool member and corresponding application service
pass monitor. Which monitor and parameter set meets this requirement? 

A. TCP monitor for port* Plus a custom TCP monitor with alias port 8009, And the pool\\'s availability requirements set
to the ALL 

B. TCP monitor for port Plus a ustom TCP monitor with alias port 8009, And the pool\\'s availability requirement set to
All 

C. TCP monitor for port* Plus a custom TCP monitor with alias port 8009 And the pool `s availability requirement set to
1. 

D. TCP monitor for port Plus a custom TCP monitor with alias port 80 And the pool\\'s availability requirement set to
ALL 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit. 
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An LTM Specialist configures the two syslog destination Syslog destination #1 can receive messages but 

the syslog destination #2 can NOT receive messages. 

Which command sill correct the issue? 

A. {/Common)(tmos) # modify /syssyslog remote-servers modify (syslog_dest2 {local-ip 

B. {/Common)(tmos) # modify Ays syslog remote servers modify {syslog_dest2 {local- ip 10.208.102 254)} 

C. {/Common) (tmos) # modify /sys syslog remote-servers modify {syslog_dest2 {host 10 208.102.254 }} 

D. {Common(tmos) # modify/syslog remote-servers modify {syslog_dest2 {lost.10.10.10.28 }} 

Correct Answer: A 
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